OUR PRAYER REQUESTS FOR May 12, 2019
Our prayers this morning are for all who are in need, be
it physical, financial or spiritual.
FROM OUR CONGREGATION
STAN WHITTAKER – has vasculitis (hemorrhaging) in his left eye
BUDDY WHITLOCK – is home, still has health issues
KATHY WHITLOCK – needs prayers as the caregiver
JAQUAE SANDS – shoulder and leg issues
LESLIE BEHM – health problems
IVERNE TURNBULL – health in general
SANDRA LAUFER – is having treatments for skin cancer
MARK McCLARY – back problems
RICH CAMPTON – daughter Deanna has personal struggles
KATHY BROWN – neck problems
BILL TIMMONS – health issues
FAMILIES AND FRIENDS OF OUR CONGREGATION
CALE WHITLOCK & KRYSTAL CARPENTER – personal struggles
ROB & PEGGY PLUYMERS – health in general
JEFF HELLING – having personal struggles – son of Johnny Kelly
RICK HERNANDEZ – suffered a mini-stroke, recovering well – son-in-law
of the Kellys
OPAL NORTON – not doing well – mother of Pastor Ron
BILL JAMISON – health issues
ANNETT GANNON – cancer- friend of Heidi McClary
DAWN STONE – health in general – friend of Heidi McClary
MIKE – having chemo – nephew of Howard & Shirley Lewis
BONNIE JONES – stroke – friend of Heidi McClary
PHYLLIS LAHR – cancer – step-mother of Teresa Williams
JANET RUSKOV – has finished treatment - Sandi’s friend
DEBBIE LEITNER – breast cancer – friend of Sandi Laufer
ANGELO MORITA- on the list for a heart transplant
MICK ST.CLAIR
BETTY HAMMON AND FAMILY
ROBERT MARRE – health issues
From Linda Johnson:
Brenda Johnson – health issues
SHELLY ASH and children JACOB and MARGO
Sister-in-law Dorothy Deal – health issues

Claus, Amy & Ashley Zimmerman – medical issues
Eddie Johnson – diagnosed with cancer – nephew of Linda & Red Johnson
Kay Jacobs, has cancer - cousin of Linda
KYLE ASH – is out of the hospital and doing therapy
Linda is very grateful for all of the prayer for her family and friends
TRAVELING MERCIES FOR ALL THOSE TRAVELING

THE LIGHTHOUSE
There’s a lighthouse on the hillside that overlooks the sea.
When I’m tossed, it sends out a light, that I might see.
And the light that shines in darkness now will safely lead us o’er.
If it wasn’t for the Lighthouse, my ship would be no more.
And I thank God for the Lighthouse! I owe my life to Him.
For Jesus is the Lighthouse, and from the rocks of sin He has
shone a light around me, that I could clearly see. If it wasn’t for
the Lighthouse, where would this ship be?
Everybody that lives about us says: “Tear that Lighthouse down.
The big ships don’t sail this way anymore, there’s no use of it
standing ‘round.”
Then my mind goes back to that stormy night when just in time, I
saw the Light. Yes, the light from that old Lighthouse that stands
up there on the hill.
And I thank God for the Lighthouse! I owe my life to Him. For
Jesus is the Lighthouse, and from the rocks of sin He has shone a
light around me that I could clearly see.
If it wasn’t for the Lighthouse where would this ship be? If it
wasn’t for the Lighthouse, where would this ship be?

